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ABSTRACT

We consider a derivation of a supereonformal current

multiplet based directly on superconformal algebra. This gives

usual multiplet of currents without anomalies, directly in terms

of "improved" quantities and without reference to a particular

Lagrarigian model.
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fjr theories inv-ifiair, under conforms! ar.d chiral sync;:" L -J . Later oft, iV,j

ware used mainly for the PoincanS subgroup of the conforms! group j_2j.

However, oonformal symmei,ry is atil] an interesting symmetry, eapecially in l.he

form of conformal supargravity [3] and massless theories without gravity.

In order to extend global supersymmetry to a local one, i.e. to formulate

supergravity theories, supercurrents play an important role as sources [4].

In this letter we should like to present a simple way of formulating

oonformal supercurrent nmltiplet based on the superconformal graded Lie algebra

without reference to a particular Lagrangian model.

As is well known [1], the superconformal transformations are given by

&
(1)

Supersyoimetry parameter 8 is formally 1 dependent as 06 . e£ °

and ei ara supersymmetry parameters of PoincarS and oonformal group. A

variation of & under conformal and ohiral symmetry is

where 0 is scale dimension, 0 is space-time dimension and

(3)

with <Xt P, O5 ( C parameters of translation, Lorentz transformations,
dilatation and special oonformal transformations. Chiral symmetry i s present
because i t follows naturally oonformal symmetry (no mass term in conformally
invariant theories) . Inserting (3) into (2) o*ie can easily extract the confomal

of the supersymmetry parameter 0 as

*i Factor i is necessary to preserve Majorana condition ^--C d^~'

Zer.ovi matrices are ,, „ .



(4)

with normal Lorentz and dilatation transformations. This algebra is the
one already obtained by S. Ferrara using six-dimensional formalism [5 ] .
A new part is that 0 and O ' transform into each other by translation
and special oonformal transformation. To obtain the graded part of the
algebra we consider successive -transformations ( l ) and obtain

<3»

» t
1

«i 7

Commutator (5) is a particular realization of the supercharge commutator,

and so we can easily extract

\Totioe ~z': .at CVoi ^nd LK< c^ j i^ jpo . id ^o Foir.c .•:•::. ; •:••'.: ir j>r:\<<±\ ^ u [J-: • :

This is du.o to different dimensions of (X(
l and JC" , so -jr.at the Poiiivin

combination is i^'JO(

However, the transformation (2) contains also the ohiral symmetry, sa

that we define a parameter of ohiral symmetry as

(7)

and the middle anticoranutatoie in (6) are enlarged as

where / / i s the generator of chiral symmetry.

The graded Buperconformal algeara (4) and (3) is a starting point for
superconformal current multiplet. Namely, currents of conformal symmetry
can easily be written as [6]

given by (3). The oonformal invariaaee is simply written as
"a ,-z. O (Poinoara) and ^ . / - ~ O (confortnal). Conformal charges are

while supercharges are defined as

with and corresponding to Foincare1 and conformal supersymmetry

}. Talcing the f i rs t anticommutator from (6) together

with (lb) and {li) we find

(12)



where 3.T. nhould be Schwiager terms. lowever. a i-.ovel aspect ci super—

symmetry is to mix different currents, and so we can add to (12) any surface
terra made of these currents. We have at our disposal /. j <E>

Of ! (fa an
and simple dimensional reasoning gives us the following terms?

(13)

Unknown ooeffioents a and b can be ofcri.ained taking into account the
relation < ^ , •=. -c/x§«, i a 0 multiplying {13} by t'Jir , and
integrating over 0X we should reproduce second anticomrautator in (8).
After long, but straightforward, calculations we find

Ihis can be written as

We use the same argument for 6iv> 1 i .e. from algebra (4} we can write

based only on dimensional reasons and symmetry of I7u\/ in A* and
To find a we consider the commutator of 0yj with Lorentz generators

and find

(17)

For the oommutator with C%t we introduce the sajue surface term as

in (16) and use the relation ^ v =-/</>5^ to find^ < / ^

- "f f'A
So we can write (17) and (18) as the smer conformal transformation of

What is left is the superconformal transformation of the chiral current J
/it V

but it follows simply from the fact that Q£K. are spinorial charges, and

we find

'<£)

(20)

So we have closed the algebra of the superconformal current multiplet by
(15), (19) and (20). This multiplet is obviously the minimal one since

= o and- </^5i/ ^{^J^due to the oonformal ayranetry. ftoincarS
syrfmetry is easily obtained by putting o£ ~ O 1 which breaks the above
relations and the multiplet is enlarged by anomalies [7]. Xt is interesting
to notice that this approach automatically gives supereurrents in terms of
their "improved™ (juantities [7O1 broken only by the mass term (if present).
It is also known that the introduction of Yang-Mills fields leads to certain
complications due to theFaddeev—Papov ghosts [9], and apparently to non-
conservation of superaymmetric currents, but the conservation of physical
matrix element remains unchanged.

It is also important to notice that, in the case of energy-momentum
tensor, there would be explicit Schwinger terms in (lfi) and (17), which can
be easily obtained from (2), but it is always possible to define covariant
seagull that would cancel against such terms; 30 we do not consider them
explicitly.

This approach gives us the auperconforraal current multiplet independently
of a particular Lagrangian model, already in terms of "improved" quantities,
and holde as^long as conformal supersymraetry is a good symmetry.
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